European Union V Democracy

How to Spot EU Propaganda Masquerading as Impartial Information.

Remain's problem with democracy isn't some isolated incident but a consistent
position - they always chose the path of least democracy:

Let's follow the money...
1, The next time you see anyone in the media extolling the benefits of
EU membership, make a note of their name.
2, Type their name into Wikipedia.
3, Wikipedia will list the various organisations they work for.
4, Go onto these organisations' website.
5, Type in a search for 'funding'.
6, Download the PDF of their latest annual report.
7, Look through it for the word 'European'
8, You will probably find they are being funded by the EU.

1, EU supporters did everything they could to stop us from having a referendum in
the first place, when that failed they complained it was 'destabilising' and when they
lost they marched through the streets calling for the result to be ignored.
2, When their march against democracy failed they proposed a 'second
referendum' that was a sham: "We the undersigned call upon HM Government to
implement a rule that if the remain or leave vote is less than 60% based on a
turnout of less than 75% then there should be another referendum". Britain's
electorate is 40 million so a 75% turnout would be 33.75 million. 60% of 33.75 is
20,250,000 So according to their formula Leave could amass a staggering 20
million votes but Remain would only require 13.5 million votes to keep their system
in place! When is a referendum not a referendum? When the outcome is fixed!
3, As an independent state Britain can pass whatever laws EU supporters want.
The only precondition is that now we have to actually vote for them first. Why do EU
supporters object? Because their problem is with democracy itself!
4, Leave did well in the referendum where everyone could participate and every
vote counted equally, we also rarely lose in the Commons. So Remain always tries
to shift the process to smaller, less representative bodies stacked with appointees
like the Lords, High Court or civil service, in order to achieve through technicality
what they can't achieve democratically.
5, The EU removed democratically elected heads of state from office in Greece and
Italy.
6, Within the EU the elected parliament is is subordinate to the appointed
commission so it's like the Lords and Commons but inverted - the appointed
chamber generates the law, whilst the elected chamber can only make
amendments.
7, Every referendum held on membership of the Euro resulted in rejection, so it
was simply imposed elsewhere without a vote.
8, Treaties, laws and economic policies democratically rejected by the voters of
France, the Netherlands, Denmark and Greece were imposed on them anyway by
the EU.
9, The EU favors moving decision making as far from the electorate as possible,
whereby the smallest possible number of people decide the fate of the maximum
number of people. They then emerge from negotiations to tell us what they have
agreed. But it shouldn't be them telling us the policy - it should be us telling them
the policy!

Want some examples? Ok, the IMF, OECD, NIESR, LSE, CBI, TUC,
PwC, IFS, S&P, NFU, NUS, Unite, WWF FotE, BBC, Unison, GMB etc
It's clever how this scam works:
1, The EU target organisations with specialist knowledge that is difficult
for lay people to question.
2, They fund these groups who then become their stooges - paid
publicists who besiege the media.
3, The clever bit is that it's deniable - all parties can pretend they aren't
acting out of self-interest.
4, Another clever aspect is that the money the EU gives is tangible
whereas the money the EU takes is invisible so they appear to be
totally benevolent.
5, And best of all the EU doesn't even have to pay for it! We are being
bribed with our own money!
Similarly the EU buys off dissent in the universities by funding them via
proxies with grants and bursaries. University lecturers are keenly aware
of how much EU funding they get, consequently they are blind to their
paymaster's shortcomings and strangely oblivious to the national
funding education received under the superior pre '75 system.

EU supporters think democracy is only legitimate when it confirms their prejudices.
Their dream is for a Soviet / Islamic / Chinese style pseudo-democracy in which
voting only exists to confirm decisions already made by the ruling elite.

There are some other pro-EU people in the media who aren't in the
EU's pocket but these tend to be people like Mark Carney who was
appointed to his £800,000 P/A job by George Osbourne, whose career
depended on a Remain vote. But essentially all the pro-EU 'impartial
experts' are funded (directly or indirectly) by the EU.

Hooray! The real far right lost!

How to win

1, EU supporters are conservative. Not just because they want to conserve
the existing system, but because that system was specifically designed to
insulate power from democracy.
2, EU supporters are nationalists. The EU is a nation. It has its own
currency, parliament, judiciary, flag, anthem, president, legal system and
soon it will have its own army. EU supporters claim to reject nationalism,
but the reality is they are angry flag-waving patriots.
3, EU supporters love authoritarianism, which is why they attack
democracy at every opportunity (see previous section)
4, EU supporters are neo-capitalists. EU treaties and directives prohibit
any 'preferential measures' for the public sector that may 'distort' the
market; they also prohibit private enterprise from being excluded from most
sectors of the economy.
5, The EU is a religion. They flagellate themselves with the Euro. They
have created a system with no reverse gear, which is incapable of
recognising and rectifying it's mistakes. They act like a doomsday cult,
constantly prophesying that Brex-geddon is just around the corner. Their
arguments are always statements of belief rather than empirical
observations. They try to silence nay-sayers with accusations of thought
crimes. They say you should trust the enlightened ones rather than your
lying eyes. We have seen that EU supporters only use scientifically
unfalsifiable arguments, cults have always done this because it makes
conjecture appear deductive.
6, EU supporters seek to rule through fear. To pre-emptively silence
counter-arguments EU supporters created an atmosphere of righteous
hatred towards their opponents. This legitimation of stigma was a brutally
effective tactic for them in the referendum.
7, EU supporters defend a status quo has delivered one-party rule. Since
the 1975 referendum every UK election has been won either by a Tory or
by Tony Blair. This was no accident, but the design of a ruling elite. They
covet a system where their vision is projected on us, not one where our
vision is projected on them.

A ruling elite are seeking to dismantle democracy before the eyes of
the world. They masquerade as progressive liberals and misrepresent
their opponents as uneducated bigots. They prosper through
counterfactual misinformation and misrepresentation. We will beat
them by pumping the clearest possible facts to the maximum number
of people...

...so we see EU enthusiasts are everything they claim to reject:
neo-capitalist, conservative, nationalists who, blinded by their zealotry,
seek to intimidate their opponents into silence in order to dismantle
democracy...and all the while they claim their opponents are the 'far right'.

1, Get in touch with a local group and hand out some leaflets.
2, The crucial players to support are: Labour Leave, Brexit Central,
Change Britain, Sp!ked, Green Leaves, Lexit, Leave Means Leave.
Join/support/subscribe to these groups and read what they send you.
3, Not one fact supports the notion that Britain would be worse off as
an independent nation, so circulate the clearest most optimistic facts
to the widest possible number of people.
4, Don't exhaust yourself (or discredit our campaign) with emotive
attacks on individuals. Gina Miller and Dianne Abbott may be wrong
but they are ladies who are entitled to their opinion and who have
broken no laws. Stick to the facts.
5, Hold your nose and join (infiltrate) all the relevant political parties.
Not because you agree with them but because you disagree with
them. Vote against the Remain candidates.
6, Always vote for the candidate not the party.
7, Sign all the pro-Brexit parliamentary petitions. Check for new ones
regularly and circulate them.
8, Cancel all support for pro-Remain organisations like the BBC,
Virgin or the Guardian. Buy a Dyson and drink at Weatherspoons
(seriously!)
9, Don't get angry, get organised.
10, Always project optimism.
For more information email: TheJollyBrexiteers@radiofreeuk.org
'Brexit: How the Nobodies Beat the Somebodies' by S. Handley is
published by i2i Publications. Order YOUR copy today!

